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Abstract: Amicroarray presenting glycerol nanodroplets
of fluorogenic peptide substrateswas used as a biosensor
for the detection of multiple enzyme activities within
human plasma. Using 10 different plasma proteases
(kallikrein, factor XIIa, factor XIa, factor IXa, factor VIIa,
factor Xa, thrombin, activated protein C, uPA and
plasmin) and a 361-compound fluorogenic substrate
library (Ac-Ala-P3-P2-Arg-coumarin for P¼ all amino acids
except Cys), a databasewas created for deconvoluting the
relativeactivityof each individual enzymesignal inhuman
plasma treatedwith various activators (calcium, kaolin, or
uPA). Three separate deconvolution protocols were
tested: searching for ‘‘optimal’’ sensing substrate seq-
uences for a set of 5 enzymes and using these substrates
to detect protease signals in plasma; ranking the ‘‘opti-
mal’’ sensing substrates for 10 proteases using local error
minimization, resulting in a set of substrates which were
bundled via weighted averaging into a super-pixel that
had biosensing properties not obtainable by any indivi-
dual fluorogenic substrate; and treating each 361-element
mapmeasured for eachplasmapreparation as aweighted
sum of the 10 maps obtained for the 10 purified enzymes
using a global error minimization. The similarity of the
results from these latter two protocols indicated that a
small subset of <90 substrates contained the majority of
biochemical information. The resultswere consistentwith
the state of the coagulation cascade expected when
treated with the given activators. This method may allow
development of future biosensors using minimal and
non-specific markers. These substrates can be applied to
real-time diagnostic biosensing of complex protease
mixtures. � 2006 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

As a consequence of its close contact with vascularized

organs, it is thought that blood biochemistry reflects the

physiological or pathological state of the body (Bertina et al.,

1994; Burke, 2003; Schneppenheim et al., 2001). Precisely

because blood is biomarker-rich (Anderson and Anderson,

2002; Anderson et al., 2004; Fujii et al., 2005; Liotta et al.,

2003) and can be routinely collected in clinical settings, rapid

and thorough analysis of blood is a key goal for diagnostic

and prognostic proteomics.

However, proteomic analysis of blood is complicated by

the fact that human blood plasma is a complex milieu of

interacting proteins with abundances spanning many orders

of magnitude. For example, the concentration of endogenous

tissue factor may be in the low femtomolar range (Bogdanov

et al., 2003; Butenas et al., 2005; Lo and Diamond, 2004),

whereas fibrinogen concentrations are often six orders

of magnitude greater, in the low micromolar range.

Furthermore, the proteins in blood plasma are dynamic, as

exemplified by the well-known protease cascades of

coagulation, complement activation, and fibrinolysis.

One of the most important protein networks in the blood is

the tissue factor-initiated blood coagulation cascade (Fig. 1).

The kinetics of the full reaction network are fairly well

described (Hockin et al., 2002) and the importance of this

cascade is well documented. Problems with the coagulation

cascade such as factor V Leiden, von Willebrand’s disease,

and hemophilia A and B demonstrate strong genotype/

phenotype linkages in blood biology (Bertina et al., 1994;

Burke, 2003; Schneppenheim et al., 2001). Capturing the

activation states for all of the blood coagulation cascade

proteases would allow distinct activity maps to be created for

the different transient states of a plasma sample. Ideally, a

novel kinetic signature could be detected by comparing such

activity maps of normal and diseased plasma to reveal

diagnostic information.

Mass spectrometric (MS) methods in tandem with liquid

chromatography and 2-dimensional gel electrophoresis

(2DGE) are currently used for the detection of biomarkers

in blood diagnostics (Petricoin et al., 2004). MS- and
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gel-based proteomic methods have provided a better under-

standing of plasma proteins and their roles in different

diseases, but are difficult to use for routine disease detection

in a clinical setting (Diamandis, 2004) because of the

technically demanding and time-consuming sample prepara-

tion requirements (Diamandis, 2004; Fujii et al., 2005).

2DGE use is further hindered by its low throughput nature.

These limitations are especially true in coagulation diag-

nostics where point-of-care devices are often needed for

emergency or home use. While MS methods are relatively

high throughput, they do not necessarily reveal the kinetics or

functional interactions within the plasma protease cascades.

Currently, activity information is accessed in clinical settings

through activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT) or

activated clotting time (ACT, also known as prothrombin

time, PT), which crudely measure activity through blood

gelation rates. Capturing activity information more effi-

ciently and specifically should provide dramatic increases in

diagnostic power.

One way to rapidly and selectively capture protease

activity information is to use fluorogenic coumarin substrates

(Backes et al., 2000). These substrates become fluorescent

upon proteolytic cleavage, thereby allowing for ready

detection of protease activity. The challenge is that the

proteases in the blood coagulation cascade have overlapping

specificities, and no exclusive one-to-one linkage exists

between each protease and an individual fluorogenic

substrate. As such, we have used solution phase microarrays

of a larger set of substrates to profile the individual blood

proteases to help define groups of optimal substrate

sequences. We then employed various deconvolution algo-

rithms to use these optimal substrates as novel biosensors to

investigate the transient state of blood during coagulation.

This approach could be clinically useful for detection of

enzyme activity directly from plasma samples because it

allows direct analysis of small sample quantities.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Proteases, Plasma, and Fluorogenic Substrates

Purified human plasma kallikrein, human factor Xa, human

thrombin and human plasmin were purchased from Enzyme

Research Laboratories (South Bend, IN). Human urokinase

plasminogen activator (uPA) and lipidated recombinant

human tissue factor were purchased from American Dia-

gnostica (Stamford, CT). Whole blood was obtained by

venipuncture from healthy, non-smoking volunteers in

accordance with protocols approved by the University of

Pennsylvania IRB and anticoagulated with 1/9 volume of

3.8% sodium citrate in the syringe (Sigma; St. Louis, MO).

Whole blood was centrifuged at 100g for 15 min to obtain

platelet rich plasma (PRP) followed by centrifugation of the

supernatant at 10,000g for 5 min to generate platelet free

plasma (PFP).

Fluorogenic peptide substrates for plasma kallikrein

(Z-FR-MCA, 612.6 MW), factor Xa (Boc-IEGR-MCA,

730.8 MW), thrombin (Boc-VPR-MCA, 627.8 MW),

urokinase plasminogen activator (glutaryl-GR-MCA,

502.5MW) and plasmin (Boc-VLK-MCA, 615.8MW) were

purchased from Bachem (King of Prussia, PA). Three

hundred sixty-one fluorogenic substrates were synthesized

in a library of the general format Ac-A-P3-P2-R-coumarin

(where P3 and P2 were naturally occurring amino acids

except Cys) according to protocols detailed previously

(Backes et al., 2000; Gosalia et al., 2005a,b).

Microarray Printing

Lysine coated glass slides (Erie Scientific, New Hampshire)

for arraying were cleaned in 100% ethanol and dried. The

specific fluorogenic substrates were diluted in 50% glycerol/

DMSO to 1 mM prior to arraying and printed in quad-

ruplicates per sub-array with two sub-arrays per slide. The

361 compound fluorogenic substrate library, also in 50%

glycerol/DMSO, was printed at 50 mM in a 16� 24 format

equivalent to a 384-well plate. All slides had internal

calibration standards to enable intra- and inter-slide quanti-

fication and normalization. The fluorogenic substrates were

printed according to protocols previously described (Gosalia

et al., 2005a,b). After printing, the slides were refrigerated

and stored desiccated and in the dark until use.

Reactions and Data Analysis

The proteases were reconstituted and diluted in buffers

recommended by the manufacturers. The proteases and

plasma mixtures were individually delivered to the specific
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Figure 1. The coagulation pathways. This is a diagram of the contact (XII

activated) and tissue factor pathways of coagulation. Note that II is

prothrombin and IIa is thrombin.
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substrate arrays and the 361 compound library as previously

described (Gosalia and Diamond, 2003; Gosalia et al.,

2005a,b) and underwent �30-fold dilution from the final

delivery concentration aftermixing in themicrospot (Gosalia

and Diamond, 2003; Gosalia et al., 2005a,b).

The final delivery concentrations were: 1 mM plasma

kallikrein in 4 mM NaOAc-HCl, 150 mM NaCl (pH 5.3);

20 mM factor Xa in 20 mM Tris, 700 mM NaCl (pH 7.4);

10 mM human thrombin in 50 mM sodium citrate, 200 mM

NaCl, 0.1%PEG-8000 (pH 6.5); 10 mMuPA in, 150mMPBS

(pH7.2); 10mMplasmin in 100mMHEPES, 100mMNaOAc

(pH 8.5); 10 mMfactor aXIIa in 4mMNaOAc-HCl, 150mM

NaCl (pH 5.3); 100 nM factor XIa in 4 mM NaOAc-HCl,

150mM NaCl (pH 5.3); 10 mM factor IXa b in 20 mM Tris-

HCl, 100mMNaCl (pH7.4); 5mMfactorVIIa in 20mMTris-

HCl, 100mMNaCl, 1mMCaCl2 (pH7.4); and10mMAPCin

20 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM NaCl (pH 7.4). Citrated PFP was

diluted threefold before being delivered to the specific

substrate array and the 361 compound microarray. The

mixtures consisted of 1 part citrated plasma, 1 part 30 mM

calciumchloride inHank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS) and

1 part activators [kaolin (1.5 mg/mL), tissue factor (81 pM),

plasmin (1.5 mM) or uPA (1 mM)]. HBSS buffer was

substituted in absence of calcium chloride or activators. Each

mixturewas incubated for exactly 1 or 10min at 378C prior to

being used with the enzyme assay microarray, thus represent-

ing a transient state of plasma. In the event of a clot formation,

the mixture was centrifuged and the serum was used.

The slides (n¼ 4 for specific substrates, n¼ 6 for substrate

library) were incubated at 378C for 30 min to 6 h. This

incubation time resulted in �5 to 25% cleavage of the best

substrate on each array, assuring that the assays were run

within the linear range. The activated slides were scanned

using a cooled CCD-based imager (NovaRay, Alpha

Innotech, San Leandro, CA), at Ex l: 405/40 nm and Em l:
475/40 nm with integration times of 250 msec and 15 mm
pixel resolution. Images were acquired in a 16-bit format and

the analysis was performed using Array Vision (Imaging

Research, Ontario, Canada).

The percent cleavage for every substrate in the 361

compound librarywas determined for each protease using the

following formula

Percent Cleavagei;e ¼ 1� fmax;e � fi;e

fmax;e � fmin;e
ð1Þ

where fmax is the mean fluorescence intensity of the

calibration standard (n¼ 8 spots per slide of 50 mM
unacylated coumarin), fmin represents mean blank (with no

substrate) intensity (n¼ 15 spots/slide) and fi,e stands for the

fluorescence of individual substrates (i) after cleavage by a

particular enzyme (e). The final cleavage percentages for

each substrate in the library were averaged (n¼ 6) and

combined to give cleavage percent reference maps for every

protease. The maps were represented using Cluster and

Treeview (Ewald and Eisenberg, 1995). For the most

preferred substrates the signal/background ratio was typi-

cally >60 with CV <5%.

Determination of Optimal Substrates

Todetermine theoptimal relative substrate, the cleavageof each

substrate (si) by a single enzyme (subscript e) was compared to

the cleavage of that substrate by all enzymes to determine the

specificity (S) in Eqn. 2. At the same time, the cleavage

percentage for all substrates was normalized and scaled (C) on

the range 0–1 as shown in Eqn. 3. The optimal substrate (Qe)

was determined to be the substrate with a maximum weighted

combination of specificity (weighted by ws) and cleavage

percentage (weighted by wc) as shown in Eqn. 4.

Si;e ¼
si;eP
e

si;e
ð2Þ

Ci;e ¼
si;e �min

i
ðsi;eÞ

max
i
ðsi;eÞ �min

i
ðsi;eÞ

ð3Þ

Qe ¼ max
i
ðwsSi;e þ wcCi;eÞ ð4Þ

Several values ofws andwc between 0.3 and 0.7 were tested

and there was not a significant difference noted in the selected

substrates. Also,modifications ofEqn. 4were testedwhere the

max function was chosen of the product of Si,e and Ci,e. The

product maximization produced poorer results in the diag-

onalization of the substrate and substrate cocktail matrices. As

a result, for all reported results, ws¼wc¼ 0.5 (Eqn. 4).

Deconvolution of Array Data

The data from the microarrays were deconvoluted using the

lsqnonneg function fromMatlab R14 service pack 2 based on

Lawson and Hanson’s nnls function (Lawson and Hanson,

1974). This function works by computing the value of

the regressed weights (W) for a representation of the protease

maps as vectors (E) that minimizes the Euclidean distance

between the actual plasma maps (A) and the regressed values

(R) (Eqns. 5 and 6). The non-negativity constraint was

maintained by selecting the most positive element from the

regression where all other elements are maintained at 0,

holding that element as required, and then repeating the

regression with that element non-zero and choosing the next

most positive element. It then iterated until the all remaining

zero weight elements resulted in negative or zero weights.

min
W�0

A� EWk k2 ð5Þ

Ri ¼
X

i

WiEi ð6Þ

RESULTS

Fluorogenic Substrate Microarrays for
Individual Proteases and Plasma

The fluorogenic peptide substrates Z-FR-MCA, Boc-IEGR-

MCA, Boc-VPR-MCA, glutaryl-GR-MCA, and Boc-VLK-

Gosalia et al.: Functional Blood Microarrays 1101
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MCAwere microarrayed along with fluorescence calibration

standards of MCA (7-amino-4-methylcoumarin) and blank

spots. These substrates are often matched with individual

proteases used for kinetic studies: plasma kallikrein, factor

Xa, thrombin, urokinase plasminogen activator, and plasmin,

respectively (Morita et al., 1977), although it is well

recognized that different blood proteases can cleave

each substrate with varying kinetics. The slides were

activated individually with purified enzymes or human

plasma mixtures and the signal intensities were averaged

over n¼ 4 slides (32 spots per substrate) with the internal

controls enabling intra- and inter-slide normalization and

quantification. A sample set of raw image data is shown

Figure 2A for the pure proteases (Fig. 2A, rows 1–5) or

plasma samples (Fig. 2A, rows 6–12). The entire data set was

averaged (Fig. 2B) to quantify transient activity of the

coagulation proteases and then row normalized (Fig. 2C) to

help elucidate the specificities of the individual substrates

and the different pathways of the coagulation system.

Delivery of human plasma kallikrein to the array (Fig. 2,

row 1) resulted in minimal cleavage of the substrates

(Fig. 2B) with Z-FR-MCA being the best cleaved substrate

(Fig. 2C). In a panel of 20 coumarin substrates, Iwanaga, et al.

found substrates with a P2 Phe residue to be more efficiently

cleaved by plasma kallikrein than those with P2 Gly or Pro

(Morita et al., 1977) where P1¼Arg. The other substrates

were also cleaved at lesser but detectable levels as expected

(Gosalia et al., 2005b; Morita et al., 1977), as shown in

Figure 2C.

Human factor Xa resulted in maximum cleavage of Boc-

IEGR-MCAand glutaryl-GR-MCAwith detectable cleavage

for Z-FR-MCA (Fig. 2, row 2). The physiologic substrates of

factorXa (prothrombin, factorVII and the factorXa autolysis

loop) have a P1¼Arg, P2¼Gly motif (Brandstetter et al.,

1996) and several studies using synthetic substrates, includ-

ing a positional scanning-synthetic combinatorial library

(Backes et al., 2000) and a panel of p-nitroanilide substrates

(Schoen and Lindhout, 1987), have shown a distinct pre-

ference for Gly at the P2 position. However, there exists

considerable cooperative interactions between substrate

subsites for factor Xa (Gosalia et al., 2005a).

Human thrombin resulted in a specific and intense

fluorescence signal from Boc-VPR-MCA that was 65-fold

greater than background (Fig. 2, row 3), consistent with the

fluorometric properties of the substrate (Morita et al., 1977).

In a fluorimetry cuvette, complete conversion of the

Boc-VPR-MCA substrate resulted in a 65.2-fold increase

in total integrated fluorescence emission over the uncon-

verted substrate (data not shown) when treated with human

thrombin.

Similarly, delivery of human uPA to the sensing array

caused a specific and intense fluorescence signal from

glutaryl-GR-MCA (Fig. 2, row 4), resulting in fluorescence

that was �50-fold above background, consistent with single

substrate studies of Morita et al. (1977).

Human plasmin (10 mM) displayed a detectable activity on

Z-FR-MCA and Boc-VPR-MCA (Fig. 2A and B, row 5).

Morita et al. and Kato et al. had determined that human

plasmin cleaved Boc-VLK-MCA, Boc-VPR-MCA and Z-

FR-MCAwith equivalent efficiency (Morita et al., 1977).

For the purposes of biosensing, an ‘‘ideal’’member of a set

of substrates would be cleaved rapidly by only a single

protease, thereby producing a fully diagonal 5� 5 matrix

with no off-diagonal signal for the 5 enzymes tested. Rows

Figure 2. Enzyme assaymicroarrays.Panel A shows the actual arrays treatedwith the individual enzymes and plasmamixtures.Panel B shows the averaged

data for each substrate (n¼ 32 spots, linear scale of 0.003 is blue and 0.5 is red) andPanel C shows the row normalized data (linear scale of 0–1) to elucidate the

specificity of the protease for each substrate. For all figures, low mean fluorescent intensity is blue and it goes through the spectrum to high mean fluorescent

intensity being red.
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1–5 of Figure 2C show that the set of substrates employed in

this experiment displayed a trend toward diagonal dom-

inance but were far from ideal. Only the uPA/glutaryl-GR-

MCA and thrombin/Boc-VPR-MCA pairs displayed a fairly

high degree of selective signal, although Xa can cleave

glutaryl-GR-MCA, thrombin can cleave Boc-IEGR-MCA,

and plasmin can cleave Boc-VPR-MCA.

The substrate cleavage signal becomes more complex for

protease mixtures found in plasma. Citrated human plasma

was diluted (1:3) and recalcified in the presence of different

activators (tissue factor, kaolin, plasmin, and uPA) and

delivered to the arrays to potentially detect the endogenous

levels of plasma kallikrein, factor Xa, thrombin, uPA, and

plasmin resulting in �1:100 final dilution of plasma. The

plasma mixtures were incubated with the activators for

different lengths of time (t¼ 1 or 10 min) before delivery to

the arrays. Almost no substrate cleavage was observed when

the array was treated with citrated plasma (Fig. 2, row 6).

Recalcified citrated plasma (10 min) resulted in elevated

cleavage of all five substrates (row 7) relative to citrated

plasma (row 6). Recalcification of citrated plasma in the

presence of lipidated tissue factor (27 pM) for 10 min before

delivery to the microarray (row 8) resulted in Boc-VPR-

MCA cleavage. Cleavage of this substrate is likely to be due

to the product of tissue-factor initiated cascade (Fig. 1),

thrombin, which readily cleaves Boc-VPR-MCA (row 3).

Rows 9 and 10 (Fig. 2) show the profile of recalcified

citrated plasma when activated with kaolin, a contact

pathway activator (Griffin and Cochrane, 1976) at different

incubation times of 1 or 10 min. The profiles (Fig. 2, rows 9

and 10) showus the transient progress of the contact activated

system on the array with different substrates being cleaved at

the two time points, resulting in significant cleavage of Z-FR-

MCA after 1 min and Boc-VPR-MCA after 10 min. This

result is consistent with kaolin initially activating plasma

kallikrein (resulting in cleavage of Z-FR-MCA), which

initiates the intrinsic cascade (Fig. 1) to produce active

thrombin (resulting in cleavage of Boc-VPR-MCA). The

generation of thrombin is confirmed by the observance of

clotting after the 10min incubation. At the 10min time point,

we observed reduced activity of the plasma kallikrein

substrate in serum, as would be expected if the kallikrein in

the mixture has been inhibited by kallistatin or a kallistatin

precursor (Chao et al., 2001) after its activation of the

coagulation cascade.

Addition of plasmin to recalcified citrated plasma

(incubation time¼ 10 min) led to significant cleavage of

each substrate on the array (Fig. 2, row 11). Strong signals in

the plasma kallikrein, thrombin and plasmin substrate spots,

with reduced signals in the factor Xa and uPA substrates were

observed (Fig. 2, row 11). A higher level of kallikrein

substrate Z-FR-MCA conversion was noted in the plasmin

treated-plasma (Fig. 2A and B, row 11) beyond that expected

from plasmin-mediated conversion of the substrate, indicat-

ing that plasmin-activated thrombin (Ewald and Eisenberg,

1995) may have converted prekallikrein to kallikrein

(Hoffmeister et al., 2001).

Similar to addition of a high concentration of plasmin,

addition of uPA to recalcified citrated plasma caused high

levels of cleavage of all five substrates (Fig. 2, row 12).

Endogenously, urokinase is present at very low concentra-

tions, nearly 100,000-fold lower than plasminogen (Rijken

and Sakharov, 2001). Thus, addition of a high dose of uPA

may have resulted in activation of plasminogen and plasmin-

mediated generation of XIIa (Ewald and Eisenberg, 1995)

with consequent kallikrein generation to an extent compar-

able to adding high levels of plasmin to the plasma. This

pathway has been documented during thrombolytic therapy

(Ewald and Eisenberg, 1995; Mayer, 1990). Activation of

XIIa and kallikrein results in initiation of the coagulation

cascade resulting in cleavage of the factor Xa and thrombin

substrates (Fig. 1).

Purified Proteases and Plasma Activation of the
361-Compound Fluorogenic Library

Given some of the limitations observed with commercially

available substrates with respect to forming a fully

diagonalized 5� 5 matrix for the limited set of enzymes

tested, we next exploredwhether a larger array of compounds

could provide a more ideal set of substrates. A total of 10

purified human plasma proteases as well as various human

plasma preparations were tested against a 361-compound

library (Fig. 3). The specificities and optimal fluorogenic

substrates for the five human proteases of plasma kallikrein,

factorXa, thrombin, uPA, and plasmin, listed in Table I, are in

accordance with literature (Gosalia et al., 2005a,b).

With the large database of experimental data shown in

Figure 3, three separate protocols were employed to help

analyze the data and to help develop strategies for

deconvolution of protease activity signals from within a

protease mixture as complicated as human plasma. The first

protocol (Fig. 4) searched for a single ‘‘optimal’’ sensing

substrate sequences for the 5 enzymes used in Figure 2, in

order to compare this approach with results found with

commercial substrates and to understand if improvement

over the commercial substrates was possible. The second

protocol (Fig. 5) ranked nine ‘‘optimal’’ sensing substrates

via Eqn. 4 for all 10 purified enzymes tested in Figure 3 and

found the top 9 substrates for each enzyme (Fig. 5A). Then,

each group of optimal 9 substrates for each of the 10 enzymes

was bundled via weighted averaging into a super-pixel that

had biosensing properties not obtainable by any individual

fluorogenic substrate (Fig. 5B) in order to produce a highly

diagonal-dominant 10� 10 row-normalized matrix

(Fig. 5C). The third protocol (Fig. 6) treated each 361-

element map measured for each plasma preparation as a

weighted sum of the 10 maps obtained for the 10 purified

enzymes. The third protocol represents a deconvolution

strategy via global minimization of error whereas the second

protocol represents a deconvolution strategy via 10 local

minimizations of error around the 10 purified enzymes. In the

presentation of these three protocols, the term ‘‘biosensor’’ is

used with respect to the response of the defined set of

Gosalia et al.: Functional Blood Microarrays 1103
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substrates under consideration. The term ‘‘enzyme signal’’

(for example, the ‘‘thrombin signal’’) denotes an observed

response of the biosensor which, while likely indicative of a

specific enzyme activity (e.g., thrombin), is not direct proof

of the enzyme activity (as would be the detection of

thrombin-antithrombin complex, thrombin activation pep-

tide, or fibrin).

Protocol 1: Optimal Substrates for Plasma
Kallikrein, Xa, Thrombin, uPA, and Plasma

Optimal substrate sequences were selected from the library

for each of the five human plasma proteases previously

studied in Figure 2 using the individual protease maps and

Eqn. 4. An ‘‘optimal’’ substrate is defined by Eqn. 4 and does

not necessarily specify the substrate that is cleaved fastest by

a particular enzyme.Many substrates that are rapidly cleaved

are non-specific, and hence may be dependent on multiple

enzymes in the milieu. Other substrates, while poorly

cleaved, may be very specific and thus linearly independent

in a mathematical sense. The term optimal substrate

indicated the highest ranked substrate from a predetermined

set of substrates (361 compounds in our case) that provided

the best combination of specificity and cleavage within this

set of enzymes as determined by Eqn. 4.

Using the maps shown in Figure 3, the percent cleavage of

each highest ranked optimal substrate for kallikrein

(AMLR), factor Xa (ARSR), thrombin (AMPR), uPA

(AGGR), and plasmin (AMFR) is shown in Figure 4A (rows

1–5). When comparing the row normalized signal for rows

Figure 3. Substrate specificities of human serine plasma proteases. Panel A characterizes the specificity of plasma serine proteases using the Ac-Ala-P3-P2-

Arg-ACC-NH2 substrate microarrays. Panel B characterizes plasma with the same substrate microarray. Each square in the grid is colored in proportion to the

average (n¼ 6) quantitated fluorescence intensity of the corresponding substrates, after treatment with the enzyme, indicating the relative amount of cleavage.

The vertical axis indicates the P2 residue and the horizontal axis indicates the P3 residues in order of A, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, P, Q, R, S, T, V, W, and Y.

Table I. Optimal Substrates for Kallikrein, Factor Xa, Thrombin, uPA,

and Plasmin.

Enzyme P1 P2 P3 Optimal substrate

Kallikrein R K>F, L>N>T, Y R>H>A, E, L, G Ac-AMLR-ACC

Factor Xa R F> S>G R Ac-ARSR-ACC

Thrombin R P Broad Ac-AMPR-ACC

uPA R G> S>A, H, N>T G>S>T Ac-AGGR-ACC

Plasmin R F>Y>H M>Q, R Ac-AMFR-ACC

The substrates given for P2 and P3 are the results that would be obtained
from a split-pool method.While the optimal substrate determined from each
compound individually. Also, the optimal substrate may not be the same as
indicated by split pool methods because of another enzyme cleaving those
indicated by the split pool methods.
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1–5 of Figure 2B with Figure 4B, the selected optimal

substrates (Table I) significantly improved the quality of the

biosensing single (diagonal-dominance) compared to the

commercially available substrates.

The optimal substrates showed minimal cleavage activity,

comparable to background levels, for citrated plasma

(Fig. 4A, row 6) with a trace of kallikrein and plasmin

signals detected by the row-normalized biosensor (Fig. 4B,

row 6), consistent with the results obtained in Figure 2B and

C, row 6. Recalcification of citrated plasma for 10 min

enhanced the kallikrein and plasmin signal detected by the

biosensor with very slight detection in the levels of the factor

Xa and uPA signal detected by the biosensor. While plasma

kallikrein can cleave the optimal plasmin substrate (Ac-

AMFR-coumarin), it does sowith less efficiency than its own

substrate (Ac-AMLR-coumarin). The high signals for both

the plasmin and kallikrein signals observed in the biosensor

suggest that both plasma kallikrein and plasmin were present

Figure 4. Selection of optimal substrates. A: Shows the optimal substrates chosen from Figure 2 and averaged (n¼ 6, linear scale of 0.006–0.53) and (B)
shows the row normalized data (linear scale of 0–1). These substrates were chosen by the criteria of Eqn. 4 wherewc¼ws¼ 0.5. Note that these substratesmay

not be the best substrate when chosen with a larger set of proteases.

Figure 5. Determination of optimal substrate cocktails. The optimal substrate cocktails were chosen by application of Eqn. 4 where wc¼ws¼ 0.5. Panel A
shows 3� 3 arrays of substrates for each protease. The substrates chosen are listed in Table II.PanelB is aweighted average of the substrate cocktails thatwould

be similar to the result given by a mixture of the substrates in a single well (weight factors are also given in Table II). Panel C is a row normalized version of

panelB; it demonstrates the strong specificity that can be seen of each substrate cocktail for its protease. The only substrate that is not preferential for its cocktail

is XIIa, which shows very low cleavage of any of the available substrates.
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in the recalcified citrated plasma. There was no detectable

activity of thrombin signal detected on the biosensor for

recalcified plasma (10 min) as compared to Figure 2B and C,

where thrombin showedmaximal signal for Boc-VPR-MCA.

The absence of thrombin in recalcified citrated plasma can

also be seen from the recalcified citrated plasmamap (Fig. 3),

which showed no P2¼ proline band. Thus, the detection of a

thrombin signal in Figure 2 using Boc-VPR-MCA from

recalcified citrated plasma mixture was below detection with

the optimal substrates.

Cleavage of the optimal substrates on the biosensor for

mixtures of recalcified citrated plasma and kaolin (500 mg/
ml, final concentration) are shown in Figure 4, rows 8 and 9.

Again, plasmin and plasma kallikrein signals with slight

detectable levels of factor Xa and uPA signals observed with

the biosensor for the 1 min incubation of recalcified plasma

with kaolin (Fig. 4, row 8). This result was no different from

row 7 except for higher transient levels were observed for

both the plasma kallikrein and plasmin signals, as determined

by their cleavage activity. This was expected because kaolin

is an activator of the contact pathway (Griffin and Cochrane,

1976). Clotting was observed in the vial containing the

10 min pre-incubated mixture of plasma and kaolin (proof of

thrombin activity); therefore, the serum supernatant of the

clot was delivered to the 361 compound library. In this case,

thrombin, plasma kallikrein, plasmin, and factor Xa signals

were detected with the biosensor.

Addition of uPA to plasma (Fig. 4, row 10) will activate

plasminogen to plasmin, which in turn can mediate the

activation of factor XII and subsequent downstream

thrombin generation (Ewald and Eisenberg, 1995). Cleavage

ofAc-AMFR-coumarin, the optimal substrate for plasmin, in

row 10 (Fig. 4A) is not likely due to the presence of transient

levels of plasma kallikrein or factorXa in the plasma and uPA

mixture, but due to the presence of transient levels of plasmin

generated by the uPA. This conclusion is suggested because

there is minimal cleavage of the optimal substrates for

plasma kallikrein and factor Xa. In contrast, using the

commercial substrates (Fig. 2), factor Xa and plasma

kallikrein signals were observed upon addition of uPA to

plasma. This could be attributed to the non-specificity and

cross reactivity of the substrates (kallikrein substrate Z-FR-

MCAcan be cleaved by plasmin and factorXa substrate Boc-

IEGR-MCA can be cleaved by uPA and thrombin),

indicating that the larger library of substrates allows for

more selective detection.

Protocol 2: Optimal Substrates for
Kallikrein, and Factors XIIa, XIa, IXa,
VIIa, Xa, Thrombin, aPC, uPA, Plasmin

Using the full cleavage maps for 10 individual proteases in

Figure 3, we ranked the top 9 optimal substrates for each

protease (Fig. 5A, rows 1–10). We then performed a

weighted average of the substrates using the quality scores

as weights (from Eqn. 4) to create a bundled signal presented

as a super-pixel in Figure 5B. This averaged signal is

equivalent to that which would be observed if fluorescence

were measured from a tube containing that cocktail of

substrates. This approach produced a diagonal-dominant

10� 10 biosensor (Fig. 5C, rows 1–10). Using Eqn. 4, we

determined a substrate cocktail that was specific for most of

the tested proteases; the only protease for which the substrate

biosensing cocktail was not highly specific (not diagonally

dominant) was factor XIIa, which preferentially cross-talked

with the factor IXa cocktail. Kallikrein and factor IXa were

diagonally-dominant, but had some off-diagonal cross-talk

with the aPC biosensing cocktail and the factor IXa and

thrombin biosensor cocktails, respectively.

Using the data sets from Figure 3 for human plasma

subjected to various treatments and the optimal substrates

selected and processes as described above, the enzyme

signals in human plasma were analyzed. As expected,

citrated plasma without calcium showed little activity across

all the substrate cocktails used to detect the 10-protease

signals (Fig. 5B, row 11). When row-normalized, trace

signals for plasmin, factors Xa and IXa, and kallikrein

were detectable in citrated plasma. Plasma with calcium

(10 min) showed more signals than citrated plasmin with

stronger signals detected for kallikrein, factor Xa, factor IXa,

and plasmin although factor IXa and plasmin may be

showing up as cross reactivity with factor Xa), suggesting

early phase initiation of coagulation prior to the explosive

burst in thrombin production.

At 1 min, kaolin maximally activated the contact

coagulation pathway with signals apparent for kallikrein,

plasmin, aPC, and factors XIIa, IXa, Xa. After 10 min of

kaolin treatment, a clot formed and a significant amount of

thrombin signal was detected in the serum. Finally, when

plasma was activated with uPA and Ca2þ, factor XIIa and

plasmin signals were detected, indicating the initiation the

coagulation cascade. Importantly as is shown by the

increased number of enzymes in Figure 3 when compared

to Figure 2, this protocol allows for detection of many more

enzymes simultaneously than the commercially available

probes or protocol 1.

Protocol 3: The 361-Element Plasma Biosensor as
Weighted Sum of Total Protease Maps

In an attempt to use all data available for the deconvolution

and detection of proteases present within plasma, we used

Lawson and Hanson’s method of non-negative least square

fitting to deconvolute the data (Lawson and Hanson, 1974).

The actual, experimentally-determined plasma maps

(Fig. 3B) were used to generate regressed maps (Fig. 6A)

based on the weighted sum (Fig. 6B) of the individual

protease maps (Fig. 3A). Ideally, the deconvolution would

give weights Wi (Fig. 6B) that can be related to the time

integral of the instantaneous concentrations of the proteases

in plasma. In comparing theweightsWi in Figure 6Cwith the

bundled pixels of Figure 5B, a similar set of signals emerge

for the treated plasmas. As expected, endogenous factor

VIIa signal was below detection since exogenous tissue
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factor was not added. This is expected since both are derived

from the same data in Figure 3 and indicates that a small

subset of fewer than 90 substrates (9 substrates �10

enzymes) within the 361-set of sequences contains the

majority of biochemical information, the remainder of

substrates are redundant, too non-specific, or produce too

little signal to contribute to deconvolution. Clinically, the

methods may be improved upon by further minimization of

the number of substrates or including specific inhibitors in

the microarray spots to help distinguish the activity of

particular enzymes.

CONCLUSION

We have tested enzyme assay microarrays to evaluate

protease specificities and activities against different sub-

strates using purified enzymes and human plasma activated

by various treatments. The separation-free assay of numerous

enzymatic activities under a wide variety of reaction

conditions using a small biological sample (<5 ml per slide)
represents a common challenge in proteomics. This method

offers the versatility of solution phase reaction assembly

where substrates, cofactors, or inhibitors can be controlled at

Figure 6. Deconvolution of 361-substrate biosensor signal for plasma based on purified protease maps. In panel A, the first column is the actual data from

plasma maps while the second column represents the regression of the values by application of Eqns. 5 and 6 to the 10 individual proteases and the five plasma

conditions. The third column illustrates the fit where the x-axis is the actual data, the y-axis is the regressed data, and the red line is the y¼ x linewhere perfect fit

would be indicated.Panel B is a representation of theweights where the deconvoluted active proteases are visible as the non-black data with blue as low values

and red as high, and the proteases with no activity according to the deconvolution are shown as black.
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each position on the array using standard microarraying

techniques (Gosalia and Diamond, 2003).

Overlapping substrate specificities of many plasma

proteases (Gosalia et al., 2005a,b) makes it very difficult to

accurately detect the presence of transient levels of a specific

protease from a complex milieu of proteases, posing a

challenge for clinical diagnostics. We tested currently

available substrates for five coagulation proteases—plasma

kallikrein, factor Xa, thrombin, uPA, and plasmin. The

substrates were highly non-specific, making it difficult to

accurately detect the presence of a protease from a complex

mixture like plasma (Fig. 2).

Our microarray-based method enabled us to determine

optimal substrates for the five coagulation proteases tested

from a 361 compound fluorogenic library. These substrates

overcame the cross-reactivity and non-specificity of cur-

rently available ‘‘specific’’ substrates (Fig. 4, rows 1–5) by

accurately determining the presence of different proteases

from a complex mixture like plasma and can be potentially

used for diagnosing various coagulopathies or functional

phenotyping. The surprisingly strong signal from factor IXa

in Figure 5 indicates that we may have found a method of

detecting factor IXa directly within complex fluid mixtures

instead of indirect methods of detection currently used

(Butenas et al., 2004).

The utility of the biosensor is underscored by studying the

apparent proteolytic activities in the kaolin-activated plasma.

While the commercial substrates indicated only kallikrein

activity after 1 min (Fig. 2), with the cocktail of substrates

(Fig. 5, Table II), wewere able to detect the relative activities

of many enzymes simultaneously, observing activity of

kallikrein, factors XIIa, IXa, and Xa, as well as aPC, and

plasmin. These protease activities are not unexpected:

contact activation of the coagulation cascade is expected to

increase factor XIIa concentration, which would increase

plasma kallikrein activity (Cochrane and Griffin, 1982;

Griffin and Cochrane, 1976). Factor XIIa would also be

expected to result in activation of factor IXa, which would

subsequently activate factor Xa, leading to thrombin

generation (Davie and Ratnoff, 1964). More factor IXa is

present due to thrombin feedback to factor XIa (Gailani and

Broze, 1991). The observed plasmin signal could be due to

either kallikrein-induced activation of prourokinase and,

subsequently, plasminogen (Yamamoto et al., 1983) or the

thrombin generation cascade may have activated the

fibrinolytic pathway with subsequent activation of plasmin

and uPA (Butenas et al., 2004).

After 10 min incubation with kaolin, the biosensor only

reported activity of thrombin and factor IXa. The diminished

signal of factor XIIa after the 10 min incubation can be

attributed to C1 inhibitor inhibition of factor XIIa (Bos et al.,

2003; Wuillemin et al., 1996). Reduced Xa activity can be

attributed to the presence of tissue factor pathway inhibitor

(TFPI) and antithrombin-III (ATIII) (Hockin et al., 2002;

Mann et al., 2003; van ’t Veer and Mann, 1997), which are

generated after thrombin production surpasses the threshold

limit thereby reducing the activity of coagulation cascade.

Reduced activity for uPA and plasmin is observed due to

reduced activity of kallikrein or depletion due to their

fibrinolytic activities.

We have also shown a proof of concept of rapidly

deconvoluting the protease proteome in plasma with our

361-substrate library. This work may allow rapid, quantita-

tive analysis of blood pathophysiology using a minimal

volume of plasma. It also may allow determination of a

protease concentration in plasma without the requirement of

determining specific marker substrates. Other deconvolution

methods beyond the Lawson–Hanson non-negative least

squares could be attempted including determining the

minimum angle between the multi-dimensional map vectors

of the milieu and the map vectors of the individual proteases.

This could be augmented by a test where the angle between

the milieu map vector and an orthogonalized null space (or

kernel) of the individual protease map vectors would be an

indicator of how significant an amount of protease activity

and specificity was not accounted for by the tested proteases.

A testing limitation to be aware of for all thesemethodologies

is that one cannot test for more proteases than substrates by

any method because of linear dependences. In our tests, we

examine amaximumof 10 proteases against a 361 compound

library and therefore have<3% of the system dimensionality

mapped by our proteases. An additional test that could be

Table II. Optimal Substrate Sequences (Rank Ordered).

Kallikrein XIIa XIa IXa VIIa Xa Thrombin aPC uPA Plasmin

1 AGFR AMFR AFNR ARFR ARVR APSR AMPR AMLR AFGR AMFR

2 ALFR AQFR AFAR ANFR AKVR ARSR ARPR ATLR AGGR ATFR

3 AKLR ALFR AENR AQFR AQVR AYFR AQPR ASLR AGSR ASFR

4 AMLR ANFR AFTR AQPR ASVR ARGR ALPR AQLR AFSR ALFR

5 AHLR AMTR AFSR ALFR ANER AMFR AYPR AQTR ASGR AYFR

6 AHFR AYFR ANTR AMFR APVR ARFR ATPR AMTR ATGR AQFR

7 AAKR ANTR ASNR ARPR AMVR AQSR AEPR ARTR AAGR AYYR

8 AGKR AMSR AGNR AMPR AAVR ARHR AVPR ASTR ASSR ARFR

9 ARLR AMDR AKTR APFR ALVR ASFR ASPR ATTR AWGR AHFR

This is the list of substrates that were used for the cocktails of 9 substrates (all substrates should be prependedwith
Ac—andappendedwith—coumarin).Note that these substratesmaybe different than the best substrate determined in
the 5 enzyme system because more enzymes are taken into account and these additional enzymes might lower the
specificity portion of the optimal score.
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performed using either of the above methods is to utilize

the kinetics of the proteolysis of the substrate by the protease.

The kinetic measurements of the activity of each pro-

tease against the library could be compared to the activity

against a milieu.

Ourmicroarray-basedmethod can also enhance biomarker

discovery. We can rapidly profile transient state kinetics of

complex biological fluids (such as cell lysate, tissue lysate,

conditioned medium, or biological fluid such as blood, urine,

or saliva), against an entire positional scanning fluorogenic

library with nearly all different amino acids in the P1 through

P4 positions. Thus the enzyme assay microarrays could

facilitate evaluation of metalloproteinases and their inhibi-

tors during matrix remodeling or metastasis, caspase

cascades in apoptosis; kinase/phosphatase regulation in

intracellular signal transduction and cell cycle regulation,

drug screening for inhibitor or regulatory activities against a

spectrum of proteases targets, or phenotyping of patients for

optimal drug treatment regimes.

ABBREVIATIONS

2DGE 2-dimensional gel electrophoresis

ACT activated clotting time

aPC activated protein C

aPTT activated partial thromboplastin time

ATIII antithrombin-III

HBSS Hank’s balanced salt solution

IIa thrombin

MCA 7-amino-4-methylcoumarin

MS Mass spectrometric

PFP platelet free plasma

PRP platelet rich plasma

PT prothrombin time

TF tissue factor

TFPI tissue factor pathway inhibitor

uPA urokinase plasminogen activator
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